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Of concern in this paper are functions defined on a subset of the Gaussian 
integers. The theory of these functions was initiated by Isaacs ([l], [2]) and 
Ferrand ([3], [4]) in searching for discrete analogs of analytic functions of a 
continuous complex variable. Up to date, except for the papers of Terracini 
([5], [6]) and Kurowski [7], the monodiffric theory of Isaacs received little 
attention. On the other hand, R. J. Duffin and his students, C. R. Deeter and 
his students, the Japanese mathematician S. Hayabara and a Russian school 
of mathematicians (e.g., [S], [9]) h ave extensively developed the preholomorphic 
function theory of Ferrand. 
The aim of this work is to further the theory initiated by Isaacs. Some of 
the basic notions presented in Section 1 are due to Isaacs ([l], [2]), while some 
other developments are new. In Sections 2 and 3 we will introduce several 
methods for “contour integration”. The major portion of this paper is devoted 
to the analysis of relationships among these line integrals. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper the set of all Gaussian integers, G, will be referred 
to as the discrete plane. 
If C is a finite sequence (zi , z2 ,..., z,) of points of G which satisfy 
1 .z,+~ - zi ( = 1 for each i = 1,2,..., n - 1, we say that C is a discrete curve 
in G connecting z1 to z,, . Discrete curves consisting of distinct points will be 
called simple. If C is a finite sequence (z,, , zr ,..., x,) of points of G such that 
@I , z2 ,**-, z,J is a simple discrete curve in G, z,, = z, and ( z, - z,, 1 = 1, 
we call C a discrete closed curve in G. 
Suppose now that C = (z,, , z, ,..., z,,) is a discrete closed curve in G. 
Adjoin to C the directed straight-line segments connecting zi-r to zi for each 
i = 1, 2,..., n. The continuous closed polygonal curve obtained from C in 
this manner will be denoted by C. We will say that C is positively oriented if 
* This research was partially supported by the TCU Research Foundation and is 
part of the author’s doctoral dissertation written under the direction of Professor 
Charles R. Deeter. 
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C is positively oriented. A jinite discrete domain is defined to be a subset D 
of G such that for some positively oriented discrete closed curve 
C, D = (.z E G ] z E C u Int(C)}, w h ere Int(C) denotes the bounded planar 
region enclosed by C. The region Int(C) will be called the domain as&ated 
with D, and will be denoted by B, We will denote the discrete closed curve C 
from which D was obtained by a(D), calling it the boundary of D. We define 
the domain associated with the discrete plane to be the entire complex plane. 
We will say that a subset D of G is a discrete domain if it is a finite discrete 
domain or if D = G. Much more generality could be allowed in the definition 
of a discrete domain, but for our purposes the definition given here will 
suffice. 
Let D be a discrete domain and suppose that 
S(Z)={Z,Z+~,Z+~ +i,z+i)CD. 
We will say that S(z) is used in the construction of D, and write S(z) < D, if 
the planar region Int{C(z)} obtained from the discrete closed curve 
C(z)=(z,z+l,z+ 1 +i,z+i,z;p 
is a subset of a. Peterson [IO] proved that if D, is a finite discrete domain 
constructed from the n sets S(q), S(.a,),..., S(z,), then D, can be expressed 
as the union of two finite discrete domains D, and D,,--l , where D, is con- 
structed from one set S(q) and D,-, is constructed from the remaining n - I 
sets S(q), S&J ,..., S(ZG.~), S(z,+J ,... , S(z,). This result allows one to use 
inductive arguments whenever finite discrete domains are considered. 
Suppose now that D and D’ are discrete domains. We say that D’ is a 
monodifric subdomain of D if S(z) < D for each z E D’. Similarly, if for each 
z E D’ the relationship S(.a - 1 - i) <D holds, we say that D’ is a co-mono- 
d@ric subdomain of D. If D’ is both a monodiffric and a co-monodiffric sub- 
domain of D, we will say that D’ is a subdomain of D. It is easy to see that every 
discrete domain can be considered as a subdomain of some larger discrete 
domain; however, not every discrete domain has subdomains. 
Let D be a discrete domain, let f be a complex-valued function defined on D 
and suppose that S(z) < D. We define the monodl#ric residue off at z to be 
the number Lf (z) given by 
Lf(z) = (i - I)f(z) +f(z + i) - if(z + 1). (1) 
If Lf (a) = 0, we say that f  is monod@‘c at un, and if at every z E D such that 
S(z) < D, f  is monodiffric, we say that f  is monodifiic in D. Suppose now 
that D and D’ are discrete domains and that D’ is a monodiffric subdomain of 
D. Let f  be a complex-valued function defined on D and define the function 
f’ on D’ by 
f’(Z) = B [(i - 1) f  (4 +f(z + 1) - if@ + 91, 
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for every z E D’. The function f’ will be called the monodiffric derivative off. 
It was essentially shown by Isaacs [l] that if f is monodiffric in D, then f’ 
is monodiffric in D’. 
We will denote the class of all functions monodiffric in D by M(D). It can 
be easily verified that if addition and scalar multiplication are defined point- 
wise, then M(D) forms a vector space over the field of complex numbers. It is 
also simple to show that the limit of a convergent sequence of monodiffric 
functions is monodiffric. To push still further and consider M(D) as a Hilbert- 
space of functions would be highly desirable. But, although various inner- 
products are readily available, none of the ones considered by the author 
proved promising. Primarily, it seems that the operation of complex conjuga- 
tion needs to be modified to fit the monodiffric function theory. We parallel 
Duffin’s [l I] d eve o 1 p ment for discrete analytic functions and introduce the 
concept of monodiffric duality as a notion analogous to complex conjugation 
of continuous functions. 
Let f be a complex-valued function defined on the discrete domain D. 
We will say that the function f * is the monod#ric dual off if 
f*(z) = ixeyfF), for every z=x+iyED, 
where f(z) denotes the complex conjugate off(z). 
For f  and g defined on the discrete domain D, the following facts are easily 
established: 
(1) f  * is monodiffric in D, if and only if, f  is monodiffric in D; 
(2) (f +g)* =f * +g*; 
(3) (cf)” = cf*> c an arbitrary complex number; 
(4) (f *)* =f; 
(5) f  has a unique representation of the form p + iq, where p and Q are 
self-duals, i.e., p = (f + f  *) /2 = p* and q = (f -f *) /2i = q*. 
Paralleling the above definitions of monodiffric concepts, if D is a discrete 
domain, f  is a complex-valued function defined on D and S(z) < D, we define 
the co-monodzjjric residue off at z + 1 + i to be the number Bf (z + 1 + i) 
given by 
Bf(z + 1 + i) = (i - I)f(z + 1 + i) +f(z + 1) - if(z + i). (2) 
We say that f  is co-monodzfiic at z + 1 + i if Bf (z + 1 + i) = 0, and we 
define f  to be co-monod@ic in D if Bf (z + 1 + i) = 0 whenever S(z) < D. 
The notion of co-monodiffricity is due to Kurowski [7]. It is easily seen that 
our definitions are consistent with his. 
Suppose now that D and D’ are discrete domains and that D’ is a co- 
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monodiffric subdomain of D. Letf be a complex-valued function defined on D 
and define the function f’ on D’ by 
f'(z)=4[(1-i)f(z)-f(z-l)+if(z-ii)] 
for every z E D’. We call f' the co-monod#ric derivative off. Again, it is easy 
to see that if f is co-monodiffric in D, then f' is co-monodiffric in D’. No 
notational distinction is made between monodiffric and co-monodiffric 
derivatives. To avoid misinterpretation, we will explicitly specify which one 
should be considered whenever they arise in the sequel. 
The following basic method of integration is due to Isaacs [l]. Supposefis a 
complex-valued function defined on a discrete domain D, h E { 1, - 1, i, - i}, 
and z E D such that z + h E D. Then the line integral off from z to z + h 
is given by: 
if h=l or i 
if h = - 1 or - i. 
More generally, if C = (a = z,, , z, ,..., z, = b) is a discrete curve in D, 
we define the line integral off from a to b along C by 
It is easily seen that the above line integral has the usual properties expected 
of line integrals. Furthermore, if D’ is a monodiffric subdomain of D and f 
is a complex-valued function defined on D, it is not difficult to establish the 
following results: 
(1) The line integral cf (6) St is independent of path in D, for every 
a, b E D, if, and only if, f is monodiffric in D. 
(2) If a E D and f is monodiffric in D, then the function F defined by 
W) = jf7f(E)& f or z E D, is also monodiffsic in D, and F’(z) = f (z) for 
x E D’, where F’ denotes the monodiffric derivative of F. 
(3) If f is monodiffric in D, then for every a, b E D’ 
s b af'(f) 86 =f(b) -f(a), 
where f' is the monodiffric derivative off. 
Proofs of (1) and (2) were given by Isaacs [l] ; (3) is a simple consequence of 
the definitions involved. It is instructive to note the close analogy of these 
statements to well-known theorems of the continuous theory. 
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Before introducing other methods of integration, some domain theoretic 
questions will be considered. 
Suppose D is a finite discrete domain and let z E a(D). Then it is easily 
seen that at least one of the sets S(x), S(z - I), S(x - i), S(z .- 1 - i), is 
not used in the construction of D. For K E (0, 1, i, 1 + i} define 
Q(k) = {z E a(D)] S(z - K) is not used in the construction of D). 
Denoting the number of elements of Q(k) by q(K) for each k E (0, 1, i, 1 + i}, 
it can be shown that 
q(O) = q(1) = q(i) = ~(1 + i). (3) 
The proof of Eq. (3) an d similar domain theoretic proofs will not be given 
here. As previously mentioned, they can be obtained by induction on the 
number of sets, S(z), from which D is constructed. 
Define the function Y on a(D) by letting V(Z) = n if z is an element of 
exactly n of the sets Q(O), Q(l), Q(i), Q(1 + i). Clearly, for each z E a(D), 
Y(Z) E {I, 2,3}. In fact, Y(Z) = 1, if and only if, the positively oriented bound- 
ary, a(D), “takes a right turn at 2”; V(Z) = 3, if and only if, a(D) “takes a left 
turn at 2”; and V(Z) = 2 otherwise. It can be shown, again by induction, that 
while “traveling around the boundary in the positive direction” one encoun- 
ters exactly four more left turns than right turns. That is, the number of 
elements x E a(D) for which V(Z) = 3 is four more than the number of 
elements z E a(D) for which V(Z) = 1. Therefore, if b denotes the total number 
of elements of a(o), it follows that 
2b = 4(O) + 4(l) + 4(i) + 4(1 + i> - 4. (4 
Equation (4), in view of Eq. (3), yields that for each k E (0, 1, i, 1 + i}, 
!zw = W) + 1, and hence, in particular, 
q(O)=$+l. (5) 
In the sequel we will mainly be interested in Q(0) and the associated number 
q(O); they will be denoted by Q and Q, respectively. We will call Q the mono- 
d@kic qumibounda?y of D. 
Peterson [lo] proved that if D is a finite discrete domain constructed from 
the 7t sets S(zr), S(zs),..., S(zJ, if a(L)) has b elements, and if p is the total 
number of points in D, then 2p - b - 2 = 2n. Hence, in view of Eq. (5) 
we obtain the relation 
n=p-q. (6) 
That is, the number of points of D - Q is the same as the number of 
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“squares” S(z) from which D was constructed. Thus if we denote D - Q 
by Do, and call it the monod#ric quasi-interior of D, the following character- 
ization is obtained. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let D be a finite discrete domain, and suppose z E D. Then 
S(x) < D, ;f  and only ;f, z E Do. 
In view of this result, by an elementary but rather involved induction proof 
on the number of monodiffric quasi-interior points of D, the following result 
can be established. 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose D is a finite discrete domain with monod#ric 
quasi-interior, Do. Suppose, furthermore, that f is monodiffric in D such that 
f(z) = 0 for every z E D - Do. Then f  (x) = 0 for every z E D. 
This result can be restated as follows. The homogeneous system of equa- 
tions, 
Lf (4 = 0, for x E Do, 
f  (4 = a for ZED-Do, 
in the unknowns, f  (z) (for z E D), has only the trivial solution, f  (z) = 0 for 
every z E D. Therefore, if f^  is a complex-valued function on D - Do, the 
nonhomogeneous system of equations, 
Lf (4 = a for x E Do, 
f  (4 =m, for ZED-Do, 
has a unique solution. We formulate this in 
THEOREM 1.3. Let D be a finite discrete domain, and supposejis a complex- 
valued function defined on D - D 0. Then there exists a unique function f  such 
that f  is monodilffric in D and f  (z) =f(z) for every x E D - Do. 
In fact, more is true. If f  is a complex-valued function defined on D, then 
the monodiffric residues off at the points of DO and the values off on D - Do 
completely characterize f .  This stronger version of Theorem 1.3 will not be 
of interest to us. Instead, we formulate next an application of Theorem 1.3. 
Let D be a finite discrete domain, and suppose that 
D - Do = {zl , z2 ,..., z,,}. 
Then, in view of Theorem 1.3, it is possible to define a set of functions 
F(D) = {fi ,A ,..., f,}, subject to the following conditions: 
(1) fi is monodiffric in D, for each i = I,2 ,..., Q; 
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(2) fj(Zj) = Sjj , for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., q, where LSjj is the Kronecker delta 
function. 
It is easily seen that F(D) is a linearly independent set of functions, and that 
every function monodiffric in D can be written as a linear combination of 
elements of F(D). Hence the following result holds. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let D be a j%zite discrete domain and suppose that the mono- 
d@ric quasiboundary of D has q points. Then the vector space of monodi&c 
functions over the$eld of complex numbers is of dimension q. Furthermore, the set 
of q functions, F(D), satisfying conditions (1) and (2) above, forms a basis for this 
vector space. 
As the last result of this section we state a theorem that is closely related to 
Theorem 1.3. In fact, this theorem is the discrete plane analog of Theorem 
1.3. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that f  and g are both monod@ic in the discrete 
plane, G. I f f  (x) = g( z ) f or every z along the x axis and the negative half of the 
y axis, then f  (z) = g(z) for every z E G. 
Isaacs [I] proved that iff (z) = g( z ) f or every z along the x axis, then f  and 
g are identical in the discrete upper half-plane. The above stronger result can 
be proven similarly by showing that if arbitrary values are assigned along the 
x axis and the negative half of they axis, then it is possible to construct a 
function which is monodiffric in the discrete plane and assumes the assigned 
values along the axes. Furthermore, such a construction can yield only one 
function with the aforementioned properties. 
2. OTHER LINE INTEGRALS FOR MONODIFFRIC FUNCTIONS 
It is easily verified that the pointwise product of monodiffric functions is not 
necessarily monodiffric. In fact, even monodiffric functions multiplied by 
themselves fail to be monodiffric, in general. The simplest and most dramatic 
example is the function f  (z) = z which is monodiffric in the discrete plane, 
while x2 is nowhere monodiffric. For this reason, one of the main aims of 
recent research in monodiffric function theory has been to find a useful analog 
for the multiplication operation for analytic functions. 
The initial efforts to develope a theory of multiplication for monodiffric 
functions were made by Isaacs ([l], [2]) and Kurowski [7]. They have 
attempted to preserve some of the pointwise aspects of continuous multiplica- 
tion. It will be noted, however, that due to the intrinsic properties of discrete 
domains and of monodiffric functions, the product operations described by 
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Isaacs and Kurowski are either restricted to special classes of functions or 
lack most of the desirable algebraic and monodiffric properties. 
The results of Duffin and Duris [12] in a related area have led the present 
author to consider other methods of multiplication, abandoning pointwise 
products completely. The results obtained will be presented in a forth- 
coming paper [ 131. In the present section we will lay the groundwork by 
introducing still other methods of integration. Two of the integrals to be 
presented are new, while the third one was introduced by Isaacs [l]. Proper- 
ties of these integrals and interrelationships among them will be analyzed. 
In the sequel, unless stated otherwise, D will denote an arbitrary discrete 
domain. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose that f and g are arbitrary complex-valued 
functions defined on D. Let z E D and h E (1, - 1, i, - i}. The convolution 
line integral of the first type from z to z + h is defined by 
f(z + h) [g(z + h) -g(z)], if h = 1 or i 
s 
afh. 
f (5) : g(t) se = z 
- : g(5) St, if h = - 1 or - i. 
More generally, if C = (a = z0 , zr ,..., z, = 6) is a discrete curve in D, 
then the convolution line integral of thejrst type from a to b along C is defined 
bY 
j” f (5) :g(5) at = f jzk f (8 : g(0 86 a k-1 CA.-1 
The next theorem summarizes important but easily proven properties of 
the convolution line integral of the first type. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that f, g and h are complex-valued functions defined 
on D, let k be an arbitrary complex constant and let a, b and c be points in D. 
Furthermore, let 
C = (a = z,, , z1 ,..., z, = 6) and C’ = (b = wO , w1 ,..., w, = c) 
be discrete curves in D and dejne the discrete curves C + C’ and - C by 
C + C’ = (a = z,, , x1 ,..., z, = b = wo , w1 ,..., w, = c) 
and 
- C = (b = z,, , znel ,..., z, = a}, 
respectively. Then the following statements hold: 
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(1) j c (f + d (4) :h(5) 8‘5 = j,fcn : 49 66 + jcg(5) :h(g) sg; 
(2) f 
C 
f(g) : tg + 4 (0 St = 1 
c 
f(g) : g(g) St + j,f(n : h(t) St; 
(3) j,krcg, :a) St = h I,rcn :g(O 86 = j,rcn : kg(g) sg; 
(4) I,,,. f(5) : g(t) St = j,f(O : g(g) 66 + j,.f(5, : g(5) sg; 
(5) j 
-C 
f(6) : g(g) St = - jcf(n : g(g) se. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that f is co-monodifric and g is monodiffic in D. 
Let a, b E D. Then the integral, si f (g) : g(g) St, is independent of the discrete 
curve in D connecting a to b. 
Proof. We prove that if z is an arbitrary point in Do, then the integral 
along the discrete closed curve C(z) = (z, z + 1, z + 1 + i, z + i, z) 
vanishes. Then by juxtaposition it will follow that the integral along any 
discrete closed curve in D vanishes. This is equivalent to path-independence. 
I cc,,f(g) :m w =fk + 1) kk + 1) -&)I 
+f(z + 1 +i)[g(z + 1 +i) -g(z + I>] 
-f(z + 1 +i>[g(z + 1 + i) --da +i>] 
-f(z + i> [g(z + 4 - &)I 
= [AZ + 1) - &)I 
x[(i-l)f(z+ 1 +i)+f(~+l)-@+i)l 
= 1’” + 1) -g(41 Bf(z + 1 + i) 
= . 
The following analogs for Green’s Theorem and for Cauchy’s Integral 
Formula for the Derivative are immediate consequences of the computations 
in the above proof. 
THRORRM 2.3. Let D be a finite discrete domain and suppose that f and g 
are defitled andg is monod@c in a larger domain containing D as a monodiffric 
s&domain. Then 
where g’ denotes the monodiffric derivative of g. 
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THEoRIm 2.4. Suppose that g is monodiffvic in D and let g’ denote its 
monodiffric derivative in Do. Suppose, furthermore, that f is a complex-valued 
function defined on G Y G which satisfies 
Bf(x; zo) = 
il. if 2 = EQ + 1 +- i 
(0, otherwise, 
where B is applied with respect to the first variable. Then 
Such functions f ,  which may be termed discrete Cauchy kernels, have been 
discussed by Isaacs ([l], [2]) and K urowski [7]. The existence of such 
functions can be demonstrated by paralleling the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
We proceed now to define the convolution line integral of the second type. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose that f  and g are arbitrary complex-valued 
functions defined on D. Let x E D and h E {I, i, - 1, - i}. The convolution 
line integral of the second type from z to z + h is defined by 
g(z) [ f  (x + h) -f(z)], if Iz = 1 or i, 
J 
.z+h 
R(t) :: f(5) &T = 
I - 
I 
*:+hg(() ::f([) St, if h = - 1, or -i. 
More generally, if C = (a = z,, , z1 ,..., z, = b) is a discrete curve in D, then 
the convolution line integral of the second type from a to b along C is defined by 
Our first result of interest concerning the convolution line integral of the 
second type is the following “Integration by Parts” Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let f  be an arbitrary complex-valued function on D and 
suppose g is monodzyric in D. Then for each a, b E D, 
[bfO :g(O~t + [bg(O ::f(O@ =f(b)g(b) -f(a)g(a), 
a a 
provided both integrals are calculated along the same discrete curve in D. 
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Proof. Let C = (a = z, , z, ,..., z, = b) be an arbitrary discrete curve 
in D which connects a to b. Then it is easily shown that for each k = 1,2,..., n, 
s;;-*,,, :g(()@ + j:*mlg(o ::f(S)@ =f(+Jg(d -f(%Jg(%J* 
* 
Since xz=, [f(z& g(zJ -f (z&g(z&] telescopes, the theorem follows. 
Next we state a theorem whose proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 
2.2. 
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that f  is co-monod@ic and g is monods#ric in D. 
Let a, b E D. Then the integral, si g(f) : f  (0 St, is independent of the discrete 
curve in D connecting a to b. 
With this result, we have the following variation of Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that f  is co-monod$ric and g is monod@ric in D. 
Then for a, b E D, 
ibf(t) :gkW + (‘g(t) ::f(Wt =f(b)g(b) -f(a)g(a), 
* a a 
provided the discrete curves, along which the integrals are calculated, are in D. 
At first glance this seems to be a weaker form of Theorem 2.5. The true 
importance of Theorem 2.7 lies in the fact that the two integrals given in 
the statement of the theorem need not be calculated along the same discrete 
curve. 
The next two theorems describe the relationship between the line integral 
of Isaacs [I], which we discussed in Section 1, and the two convolution line 
integrals. Theorem 2.8 provides further justification for looking upon Theo- 
rems 2.5 and 2.7 as analogs for Integration by Parts, while Theorem 2.9 
shows that the convolution line integral of the second type is a generalization 
of Isaacs’ line integral. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let D and D’ be arbitrary discrete domains, and suppose that 
D’ is a monod@ic subdomain of D. Suppose, furthermore, that g is monodsgric 
in D and that pO denotes the constant-function defined by 
Pd4 = 1, for every x E G. 
Then for every a, b E D’, 
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where g’ denotes the monodspric derivative of g, and the integral on the right is 
evaluated along a discrete curve in D’. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let D be a discrete domain and supposeg is monodszric in D. 
Then for every a, b E D, 
jb gt5) :: pl(t) ~5 = j” g(t) at, 
a a 
where p1 is the identity function in G (i.e., pi(z) = z for every z E G). 
Next we introduce the concept of conjoint monodiffricity, originally in- 
vestigated by Isaacs [I]. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f  and g be arbitrary complex-valued functions 
defined on D. If, at each quasi-interior point z E D, 
g(z + 1 + i) Ef (x + i) - ;f(z + l)] =f (4 [g(z + 1) - ig(z + 41, 
then we say that the ordered pair of functions (f, g), is conjoint monodi#ric in 
D. 
The definition of a third method of integration to be given was prompted 
by the above definition and is discussed by Isaacs [l] and Kurowski [A. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let f  and g be arbitrary complex-valued functions 
defined on D. For z E D and h G { 1, - 1, i, - i} we define the conjoint line 
integral from z to z + h by 
hf (4 g(z + h), if h=l or i 
s 
z+lb 
f  (0, g(E) R = * 
- 
s 
l+hf(Q,g(t)8f, if h = - 1 or -i. 
More generally, if C = (a = z,, , zi ,..., x, = b) is a discrete curve in D, the 
conjoint line integral from a to 6 along C is given by 
f(5), g(5) V. 
The next theorems are due to Isaacs [l] and Kurowski [7], respectively. 
THEOREM 2.10. I f  the pair of functions (f, g) is conjoint monod#ric in D, 
then the conjoint line integral SIf(l),g(f) 86 is independent of path for all 
a, bED. 
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THEOREM 2.11. Iff is monod@ic and g is co-monodiffric in D, then the 
ordered pair of functions (f, g) is conjoint monod#ric in D. 
We conclude our investigation of interrelations among the various line 
integrals introduced with the following theorem. Its proof is an easy conse- 
quence of the above developments. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let D and D’ be discrete domains, and suppose D’ is a 
co-monod@ric subdomain of D. Suppose, furthermore, that f is monodiffric andg 
is co-monod@ic in D. Then. for every a, b E D’, 
j” f (6) :: g(t) 85 = j” f (0, g’(42 G 
a (! 
where g’ denotes the co-monodiffric derivative of g in D’. 
3. STILL ANOTHER LINE INTEGRAL FOR MONODIFFRIC FUNCTIONS 
The line integral to be presented has no direct relationship to the line 
integrals discussed previously. The author arrived at it while searching for a 
better analog for Green’s Identity than the one given by Theorem 2.3. 
Let D and D be discrete domains and suppose that D is a subdomain of a. 
Suppose, furthermore, that f and g are complex-valued functions defined on 
D, he{l, - l,i, -i} and ZED such that z+hED. Then we define 
s 
z+h 
f (5) . . . g(5) @ 
* 
h 1 f(5+h-l-i)g(5), for h=l or i 
COSCZ) 
= 
- 
I :+,m *** &3 669 
for h=-1 or -ii, 
where S(z) = {z, z + 1, z + i, z + 1 + i>. More generally, if 
C = (a = z, , z1 ,..., z, = b) is a discrete curve in D, we define 
jb f(f) .*. g(5) 86 = f j” f(l) .*. g(6) q. a k=l Zk-I 
In order to present the analog of Green’s Identity for this integral, we need 
to introduce a function that will serve as a measure of interiority of points 
of D. For f E D let m(5) be the number of elements of the set 
o0n(t,5-1,f-i,f-i -i}, 
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where Do denotes the monodiffric quasi-interior of D. Then by inducting on 
the number of points of Do, it is not difficult to show that if D is finite, then 
j,,,,f(0 .-. g(0 ~6 = c 45) Ig(O By -f(5) Lg(5)1. 
ED 
It is evident from this Green’s Identity that if f is co-monodiffric and g is 
monodiffric in 0, then integration via the above method is path-independent 
in D. The interested reader might wish to compare the identity given here 
with that of Duffin and Rohrer [14] as well as with the one derived by 
Kurowski [7] for the conjoint line integral. 
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